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First, parents should remember that we are all born with at
least three fundamental needs for surviving and thriving in
life. They include: Safety, Satisfaction, and Connection.

• Safety
• Satisfaction
• Connection

Safety

It is important to reassure children they are loved and the
changes that have happened in their lives are meant to
keep them healthy and safe. Listen to their concerns and
validate their feelings. You can teach them safe practices
such as coughing into their arm, not touching their eyes,
nose, or mouth, and while washing their hands they can
think of three things they are grateful for. Parents can set
the example for safe and healthy practices.

Satisfaction

View this unique time as special and as an opportunity to
enjoy new things rather than as a challenge or scary time.
You may never have this type of experience again! Find
the positive and joy in this temporary new journey.

• Make a two-week bucket list of fun things you can do
during this unfamiliar time

• Share items from your childhood (or theirs) including
yearbooks, scrapbooks, home movies, wedding
movies/albums, favorite songs, and more

• Get creative - marshmallow towers, cardboard
boxes, musical instruments, paper airplanes,
cushion/blanket forts, and cake walks.

Connection

• Learn about and connect with your ancestors
through stories and pictures

• Write letters, send emails, or make phone calls/
FaceTime with cousins, grandparents, and other
relatives

• Find a fun recipe you can make together. Let
everyone help. Talk, share, listen, and laugh
together as you work

• Write thank you cards or draw pictures for doctors,
nurses, and other hospital staff for their hard work

• Make time to talk, watch a movie together,
snuggle, set up a tent indoors, change up sleeping
arrangements/rooms. Get creative and connect in
meaningful ways.

• During this time of wonder and worry, the greatest
gift you can give your children is you. Give them your
time and attention. Do what you can to meet their
three needs of safety, satisfaction, and connection
during these uncertain times.

As Seen on Fox 13: Dr. Dave's Help your kids with these
three needs during pandemic
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• 10 happy hacks that can make you happier
• Back to school tips for parents
• Dr. Dave Speaks
• Four travel tips for summer trips
• One million acts of kindness in 40 days
• Three ways to quit stressing about your weaknesses
• Four free ways to enjoy life more
• Five steps for a flourishing family
• Where to get a marriage tune-up before Valentines

day
• Being present: Creating more ‘flow’ moments in our

daily life
• Parenting tips for dealing with holiday stress
• Dos and don’ts for a peaceful family Thanksgiving
• Emerging adulthood
• How to be a good sports parent while playing fan,

coach or referee
• The number one thing that’s killing your happiness
• Tips to set you and your child up for school-year

success
• Newlywed tips and traps
• Mindfulness tips for a better you
• Parenting tips for summer sanity
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Good ideas for better health. https://
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Why stress management strategies work. https://
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Keys for strong commitment in marriage.https://
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Technology tips and traps in your relationship. https://
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Tips for tackling stress. https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/
extension_curall/1794/ 

Building a better marriage. http://digitalcommons.usu.edu/
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